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Update: CAP status

- We met all grant deliverables
- Some activities have achieved elements of sustainability
- While foundation laid in all activities, some could be further worked on
Our PPO’s

- **Increasing access to healthy food**
  
  - Increase the number of Latino adults and children in Mount Vernon, Burlington and surrounding agricultural housing sites, with healthy food options that are affordable and easily accessed from 7,000 to 8,000 by September 2014.

- **Increasing access to physical activity**
  
  - Increase the number of Latino adults and children in Mount Vernon, Burlington and surrounding agricultural housing with physical activity options from 3,000 to 5,000 by September 2014.
Access to Healthy Food

- AMOI - Increase # of Latino-owned grocery stores with 10 or more produce items from 4 to 5
Success

- Removed transportation as barrier for many Latino families in high density Latino neighborhoods
- Rancho Grande increased its sales by 18% over 6 months after initiating produce line

“My experience with the REACH program has been pretty helpful ….I got to experience the real necessity for organic fresh produce for the Hispanic community. … and I got an inside look at the daily activities of a fresh produce wholesaler. The skills that I learned will be transferred to my work place and hopefully help my community stays healthy…….”

Yours truly
Heriberto Esparza
Additional Success

- Recruited 2nd interested Latino store
- Trained store owner in product display, inventory and equipment needed in preparation
- Viva Farms trained store owner on produce preservation and display for maximizing profits. Also shared sourcing contacts.
- Created step-by-step implementation plan for new stores
Access to Healthy Food

- AMO 2- Increase # of farmers markets providing access for low-income Latinos from 0 to 2

Activities
- Work with farmers markets to make more inclusive (for vendors and attendance).
- Create Latino Day event celebration.
- Communication plan regarding economic benefits.
Goals: To attract Latinos to the farmers market by creating a familiar atmosphere similar to street fairs in their homeland. To introduce those on EBT to the economic benefits of shopping with Double-Up Bucks.
Booths
Booths
Artists
Dance Performances
Latin American Crafts Exhibit
“There were ABSOLUTELY more Latinos at market on Saturday. Way more than on a regular market day. I think the event served to introduce a lot of people to the market…”

Farmers Market Coordinator
Additional Quotes

“farmers markets more than other places, except schools, are places where different ethnic groups and different incomes can come together…and this was pronounced at the Tianguis…”

Vendor

“..some regular vendors have said it reminded them of home…”

“..The event was like lightening came and struck the farmer’s market. The culture was like “Wow – in your face.” No way to avoid it…it was a slap in the face for regular customers and it opened the door to new ones… The energy in the air, and the total change in crowd demographics… the event served to introduce a lot of new people to the market…. “

Farmers Market Coordinator
Created & disseminated posters, flyers and banners
Created trilingual PSA's

- **Tianguis & Double-Up Bucks 9/6-13/14**
  - 20 times during the highest listening Latino audience on Saturday and Sunday mornings, and weekday mornings.

- **Double-Up Bucks 9/14-30/14**
**Access to Healthy Food**

- **AMO3 - Increase # of food banks with expanded access to Spanish and indigenous language-speaking Latinos from 0 to 2**

**Activities**
- Reduce communication barriers
- Establish Latino Day to help Latinos familiarize with process

**Successes**
- Hayton Farms weekly donation

**Barriers**
- Limited success seeking donations
- Limited staff availability for berry pick-up or to receive donated goods
Access to Healthy Food

- AMO 4 - Increase # of school districts that incorporate policies and practices expanding healthy food access to Spanish & Indigenous speaking Latinos from 0 to 2

Activities
- Work with schools to identify ways to expand access for indigenous
- Explore barriers with parents
- Adopt policies regarding bilingual materials
What we did

- Created & disseminated Eng/Spanish flyer with free meal sites around MV/B
- Translated award & notification letters regarding eligibility
- Revised & translated application cover letter
  - Added language addressing parents concern
- Created bilingual ½ page flyer
Access to Healthy Food

Successes:
- High quality translations eliminated parent confusion regarding process & eligibility.
- MV working closely with migrant/bilingual advocates regarding flyers and cover letters.

Barriers
- Long delay regarding Community Eligibility Provision decision
- No Burlington food services director
- New Burlington staff said no barriers
- Both school districts lack bilingual policies but always standard practice
Access to Physical Activity

- **AMO1 - Increase # of affordable, accessible, culturally appropriate PA settings for Latinos from 2 to 3**

**Activities**
- Identify & enhance communication mediums
- Open-street event
- Neighborhood brigade pilot projects
- Meeting with PD regarding safer neighborhoods
- Meetings with camp owners and MSFW housing sites regarding appropriate spaces
Access to Physical Activity

**Successes**
- FG revealed ideal methods for communication (radio & face-to-face).
- Created 2 new spaces for PA (SM MSFW health fairs, Villa Santa Maria)
- Mayor and MV Parks & Recreation very interested in “ciclovia”
- Sakuma initiated soccer games and early morning work-outs.
- SM programs & staff can continue to expand PA spaces

**Barriers**
- Not very many participants of the weekly zumba activity; but they are devoted.
- A few other PA options didn’t work out because of lack of volunteers
- While crime down, perception of safety is widespread concern
- City of Burlington not engaged in project
Access to Physical Activity

- AMO 2 - Increase # of indoor recreational facilities that are accessible and safe for Latinos from 0 to 2

Activities
- Identify non-traditional and traditional locations for PA
- Meet with recreation facilities to expand access
Access to Physical Activity

Successes

- Found five non-traditional places for indoor activity & created one
- MV Parks and Recreation been working with the YMCA to expand access.

YMCA –will offer open gym twice a month and an exercise class once a month. All free and open to the public.
Access to Physical Activity

- AMO3 - Increase # of parks and trails frequented by Latinos on average from two to three

Activities
- Work with MV Parks & Recreation to make surveys, evaluations more inclusive of Latinos
- Work with MV Parks & Recreation to make park-focused activities more accessible.
- Create & implement communications regarding park safety
Access to Physical Activity

**Successes**

- Our efforts helped MV P&R have the highest participation in Comp Plan process.

- Helped foster relations between MV P&R and Latino community.

- Worked with MV P&R to craft messages to encourage use of parks & trails.
  
  - Created & disseminated new flyers and posters.
  
  - Trilingual PSA’s (91.7FM KSVR 9/14-30/2014)
Access to Physical Activity

Successes
- MV P&R and MV Mayor have poster/flyer templates so they can modify and re-use.
- MV Mayor interested in exhibiting them on TV 26.
- Our trilingual PSA’s are reaching many people previously not reached.

Barriers
- Delay in Comp Plan approval prevented us & P&R from moving other possible activities forward.
- Radio station manager put a stop to free radio time.
Access to Physical Activity

- Increase # of accessible and safe settings Latino children use for PA from two to three

Activities
- Non-traditional spaces for recreation
- Meetings regarding non-competitive & specialized sport activities at housing sites and farm camps
Access to Physical Activity

**Successes**
- Identified/fostered 2 locations in Mt Vernon for free PA
- Created several new locations (FB, SM Health Fairs, FW housing sites during summer)
- New SM staff member focused on expanding this

**Barriers**
- Several efforts we thought were going to work but didn’t.
- MSFW families more dispersed this year so couldn’t access at one camp location.
Challenges

- Latinos difficult to motivate or to engage
- Time & resources
Key Benefits/ Lessons Learned

- Gained better understanding of local population
- Trust-building takes time
- Outreach can’t be too far in advance
- Communication:
  - Colorful, dynamic and striking visual communication is most effective
  - High quality translations essential
  - Social networks (i.e., FB, web, twitter, instagram) work for youth; radio & TV for adults.
  - Face-to-face communications among neighbors and friends most effective for adults
- Helped Sea Mar and other agencies better serve clients
Sustainability elements

- 2nd store initiating produce & have implementation plan for any future stores.
- Some Latino vendors from Tianguis interested in continuing to sell at FM and FM may be interested in holding yearly event. FM very interested in having one or a few Latino board members.
- Templates for bilingual materials for school meals being used and staff being trained to use them.
- Various PA activities –
  - Weekly Zumba
  - Sea Mar’s migrant camp health fairs
  - FB providing PA during food distribution days and during summer at FW housing sites throughout the summer.
  - Also new staff member partially focused on finding and leading PA activities for children and adults.
- MV P&R & City continue to work to find ways to expand access
The Future

You decide